The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2609
After finally joining, the tutor is Levi Garrison…

Right now, many people just want to leave.

But……

This is again the only opportunity to join Kunlun College…

Give up, it may be completely absent.

If you join, even if the instructor is Levi Garrison, there are other opportunities!
Tangled ah!

Too tangled!

Just as everyone asked Kunlun College, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) said: “Calm down, everyone! Only said
that my boss is a mentor!
But I don’t know what he is directing… There are people who have instructed the development of
potions and refining artifacts… Maybe my family’s boss teaches theory… For example, war command…
In today’s world, he says it’s second, who dares? Say first…”

After Azure Dragon (Qinglong) said this, the whole audience was quiet.

Yes!

Levi Garrison may be guiding the war command…

It doesn’t have to be martial arts!

“what???”

Jiao Tianyu and others were surprised.

They are here to improve their strength, let them learn how to command war?

Funny?

They hurriedly asked: “Do we have a chance to learn other things after joining Kunlun College?”

In order to join Kunlun Academy, they temporarily endured it.

As long as you can learn later!

The Kunlun Academy official stepped up and explained: “Tell everyone-the king will not guide the war
command! He teaches martial arts!”

As soon as this word came out, the whole audience would explode.

Levi Garrison teaches martial arts? ? ?

Not teach others?

What qualifications does he have?

“Give us an explanation…Why does he teach martial arts! Has he entered the gods list?”

Everyone refused to agree.

“You didn’t hear it wrong! The word side by side king is instructing martial arts! His guidance is very
simple—instructing the students the most basic exercises! That is, the same word side by side king has
been invincible in the past! This basic exercise is slow! But the tall buildings rise on the ground! The
foundation is very important!

What’s more, if he insists on this basic technique, as long as he keeps on practicing without distraction,
he will eventually achieve supreme accomplishment!

Because this basic exercise pursues the ultimate speed and strength! When these two are investigated
to a certain level, absolutely ignore all the bells and whistles! “

“This is the decision of Kunlun College! All interpretation rights belong to us! Whoever has objections
can withdraw at any time! We don’t need people to join!”

